
WRITERS FORUM

Upcoming Events
June 12

 Traveling Bohemians Spoken
Word Night   3304B Bechelli Ln.,
Redding. 7 p.m.

June 8

Writers Forum Meeting  10:30 a.m.
Information above and on back page.

     Last month I attended a writers conference workshop given by two of my favorite author- teachers:
Simon Wood and David Corbett.  I love Simon because I can out run him.  I love David because I can't.

David's hand outs and presentation included topics from his book, The Art of Character.
He elaborated on the topics Summoning the will, Understanding the Interconnection Between the Outer

Goal and Inner Need, The Protagonist as Vessel of Virtue, or the Myth of the Likable Hero, The
Protagonist Who Doesn’t Know or is Confused by What She Wants, or is Afraid to Want It, When the

Protagonist is a Thinly Veiled Stand-in for the Author, Choosing the Wrong Character as the Protagonist,
Multiple Protagonists, When the Narrator and Protagonist Differ, but are Both Characters in the Story;
 AND Specific Attributes of the Crime Genre Hero such as The Detective Hero, The Crime Story

Hero and The Thriller Hero.
To avoid a bland Hero, you must make sure your guy has "the will to pursue his desire with

 singlemindedness required", David warns. "The stakes must be palpable, real, and ultimate."  Don't
forget to integrate the inner need and the outer goal. Hero dips into his reserve of will to persevere and

prevail when the stakes escalate through the story.  Otherwise, he won't care and neither will your reader!
He also gave examples  from literature and film any one can follow to illustrate his points.  From The

Godfather, one can see the development of Michael Corleone to show his "Confused Protagonist" and how
he changes through the story.  Re-view "Chinatown" for an example of just about everything David

describes. David is on Facebook at David Corbett from Vallejo, CA.
Simon, My Pretend Boyfriend, handed out a spreadsheet he actually uses to keep track of the basic

sections of his protags (one, two, and three), subplots, and viewpoints.  He color codes each so he can see
at a glance, how much "time" he has given each.  This also helps when an editor, or reader asks Simon to

give a little more or less to a Viewpoint, subplot or any section.  He can then edit strategically and quickly.
(but especially me, I just know it), to take apart your favorite book viewpoint, subplot, surprise points to

learn how to put together your own story.  He does this himself all the time!  Follow Simon on Facebook
at: Simon Wood from East Berkshire College Maidenhead.  As I do.

Writers Conference focuses on Character
By Laura Hernandez

"God sells us all things at
the price of labor.”

-Leonardo da Vinci
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Contact Info President’s Message
     It is June, and our year winds to
a close. The Members Read gener-
al meeting on June 8 is our last un-
til September 14 when we will
have something a little different;
we will project a taping of a Webi-

nar on Legal Issues Affecting Writers.
     If you are not familiar with a Webinar, it is
short for Web-based seminar, a presentation,
lecture, workshop or seminar that is transmitted
over the Web. A key feature of a Webinar is its
interactive elements—the ability to give, re-
ceive and discuss information. So the taping is
almost like being there, except we won’t be in-
teracting.
     We have been trying to bring in an expert or
two on the legalities that writers face, but like
Ernest Thayer famously wrote, “…no joy in
Mudville—mighty Casey has struck out;” we
have been unsuccessful.
We hope that this presentation fills your needs.
It is for members only (contractually, we can-
not charge for the showing).
     Meanwhile, for June polish up your 5-min-
ute reading of past, published, or in-work writ-
ing by reading aloud so you can get a feel for
what 5-minutes is like. Remember, it is not nec-
essary to cram it all in by reading so fast that
the audience is left behind; give them a taste,
leave them hanging. And go ahead and make
that healthy treat to share: It is a finger-food
potluck.

Cont’d on Pg. 4



                                     The Swing  by Jennifer Levens

When my brother was in Boy Scouts, he had to make a swing. My father helped him.
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                                                 It is what the swing looked like, too.

Remembering Dad

Father the Controller
by Aaron Steinmetz

That inexplicable video game controller, the one with symbols that seemed
to be lifted from Egyptian hieroglyphics, it taunted him.  Teased him.  Sure,
his son with his mere eight years on this planet had mastered the damnable
thing, but he was light-years behind the boy.

He had physical strength on the kid, that was for sure; he challenged his son
to arm wrestle with him all the time, ably beating him within seconds
knowing full well the boy would beat him someday, but he wouldn’t let the
boy win.  No, the boy had to earn it.  And the controller the boy held as he
played those enigmatic games?  The father would earn that too.

In the dark of the night, the television muted to save his pride, the father
had turned on the gaming console and attempted to guide the...thing into
the other thing, the mysterious goal that only seemed possible if you kept
your eyes glued to the screen, a feat he’d seen the boy perform a hundred
times over without looking at the controller once.

The father couldn’t take his eyes off the controller, and as such, the thing
didn’t go into the other thing, but instead struck the ground with enough
force to make it explode in a geyser of blood.  Far more blood than any
“thing” should be able to carry.  He flung the controller at the wall with a
curse.

And when the boy awoke and found the gaming console locked in the closet
until the boy was old enough to look at the gruesome video game with an
adult’s emotional distance, the boy was so upset he challenged his father to
an arm wrestling match.

The father merely smiled and sighed.

Pale Eyes, Empty
by Linda Boyden

the morning my father went blind,

I found it hard to breathe;

the effort of

taking air in and

letting it out

weighed me down,

the morning he went blind.

the morning my father went blind

the echo of his words,

I want to go to the mountains and die,

swelled inside my chest,

grew into a cloud

that filled my lungs,

the morning he went blind.

the morning my father went blind

I wanted to take him by the hand,

the way he had taken mine as a child,

and lead him to his Tennessee

mountains,

to his beloved place,

the morning he went blind.

we’d walk along the trail and

I’d tell him the Cherokee story

of the Valley of the Butterflies:

“Some say, butterflies will come,

thousands of dancing butterflies,

to beguile you with their colors,

and lead you to your doom.

But the trick, Daddy,

the trick is not to look.”

He’d smile then,

pale eyes empty, but face bright,

knowing there was still something

he could outsmart,

the morning my father went blind.



The Smell of Ripe Tomatoes
by Esther Auerbach

 As one of eight children I rarely got to spend time by myself with either of my parents, so when I did
it was very special, even if it involved nothing more than accompanying them on an errand.  Such was
the time when, on a beautiful late afternoon when I was about eight years old, my father took me on a
short trip on horseback to pick tomatoes in a nearby town.

     I do not recall the reason why he took me instead of my sister Rosa, just two years older than me, or
my brother Manuel, two years my junior.  Because we were so close in age it usually took some
negotiating and even some arguing among us kids to determine who’d get to do what, especially the
most coveted tasks; but for whatever reason on this particular day there was none of that.  Perhaps
Rosa and Manuel were not home; or maybe my parents, in their infinite wisdom gained after all their
years of practice, knew just how to time my father and my exit without creating a fuss.  All I know is
that as dad and I rode our horse on that lazy afternoon, he on the saddle and I behind him holding on
to the back of the saddle, I felt very special listening to the childhood stories that he loved to tell.

     Just as the sun was setting dad led our horse into a large field of tomatoes in varying sizes and hues
of green and red, and all at once we were greeted by the sweetest fragrance emanating from the field.
As we filled the two huge baskets that the owner of the farm talked my dad into taking so we could
resell them in town, we savored the delicious fruit with no regard for the mess that the juice was
making as it spilled down to our elbows.

     Night had fallen by the time we made our way home through the back roads.  The trails were so
narrow that the horse had a hard time getting through some of the gates as he carried the two
enormous baskets on either side; and all along dad and I followed behind, guided by the moonlight
that shone through the branches of the trees.

    I  never told my father how meaningful that short little outing was for me, and for all I know he had
forgotten it by the time he died.  I’m sure that, from his point of view, there was nothing particularly
remarkable about it; but as a middle child in a large family, having my dad’s complete attention for
several hours turned that experience into one of the nicest memories of my childhood.  Even today,
several decades later, I feel a special closeness to my dad every time I smell a freshly picked tomato,
and I immediately think back to that very ordinary, yet very special afternoon so long ago.

     Oh, and while we are dark this summer, we are not without tasks. Work will be starting on our 9th Authors
Fair at Center Court at the Mt. Shasta Mall in Redding on November 9, 2013. Updated applications are avail-
able online at http://reddingwritersforum.com/authors-fair/ using the Northern California Authors Fair Registration
link.

President’s Message from Page 2



     On May 11, those who attended the General Meeting were treated to an awesome workshop by Claudia
Mosby. Mosby is a freelance writer, has a bi-weekly column on midlife in the Record Searchlight, and has a gig
for a once a month national yearlong series on mental health that is carried locally. And she still has the energy
to be an adjunct faculty member in the Communications Department at Shasta College.

     Where does she get that energy, you ask? By practicing what she preaches; er, facilitates. We participated in
a shortened version of Mosby’s highly successful workshops on Writing for Wellness that focus on using
expressive narrative writing.

     I resort to writing for delving deeper into what (or sometimes who) is bugging me.  I make a lot of
discoveries. But occasionally I find that it is nothing more than putting words on paper, and revelations about
me don’t surface. But during Mosby’s writing exercises that started with the typical “What’s on Your Mind”
scenario, we were advised to reconsider the event or experience we had wrote about, paying particular attention
to:

· the characters

· the setting

· the event itself

· the consequences

· the meaning

     Then we were told to change perspectives.
For this First Person junkie, that meant writing
in the Third Person.

     Wowzer! Blurting out loud, “Powerful,”
while still writing, I found that my normal kind words and no-negative-thoughts had transgressed to a critical
role. And in the Third Person, it was not me that was beating me up, but that observer who was being truthful.

     While others discussed their insights and feelings as the result of the perspective shift, I sat in awe of what
had just transpired in my head; my outburst seemed to cover it all. The workshop moved on to a third rewrite,
using as many positive emotion words as seemed realistic. Meanwhile I sat there. And sat there. And sat there.

     Ok, I admit that I did not participate in the latter sessions that included using positive words as they might
naturally bubble up and occur in the narrative. Nor did I experiment with context and voice by writing the
narrative as someone either outside the experience or with a very different perspective.

     But I have the opportunity to participate in her community classes & workshops that will be offered in the
next several months. In July, a Memoir & Legacy will be hosted at Pilgrim Church. In September Mosby will
lead a full blown, non-abridged Writing toward Wellness Workshop and October brings a Spiritual
Autobiography class.  More information can be found at www.writinginsideout.org, or writing c/o PO Box
492081 Redding, CA 96049-2081, or calling 355-6827. Writing Inside Out can also be found on Facebook in
the Pages as WritingInsideOut.

Writing Reveals Self



Next Meeting

Saturday, June 8 at 10:30 a.m.
      All Saints Episcopal Church

        2150 Benton Drive, Redding, CA.
Doors open at 10 a.m.
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Return Service Requested

It’s Time to Speak
June is read-around month.

All members, that wish to participate, will be allowed 5 Minutes  to read something
they have written.

Come and share your work with fellow writers.


